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Theory



Keep
It
Simple
Stupid Parsimony

To keep a model as simple as possible – but no 
simpler. (Einstein)



This is not called a 
“representative 
sample”! 

Simple random sample
The sampling here is a purely random selection from the 
sampling frame. 

Each subject from a population has the exact same chance of 
being selected in the sample: the sample probability for each 
subject is the same. 



What makes 
political science 
a science?

King, Keohane & Verba (1994, pp. 7-9)

1. The goal is inference
2. The procedures are public
3. The conclusions are 

uncertain
4. The content is the method

Survey non-response
Losing observations because sampled individuals 
refuse to cooperate with (parts of) the survey.

Sampling bias
Bias incurred because the sample 
is not purely random (e.g. because 
of non-response).

Sampling error
The amount of error when a population 
parameter is estimated by a sample statistic.
The bigger the sample, the lower the sampling 
error – the size of the population is irrelevant!
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https://time.com/5611476/donald-trump-transcript-time-interview/





Supervised methods
For a subset of the sample, we know 
how to classify documents. The 
computer algorithm learns how to 
classify those and then applies it to an 
unclassified set of documents.

Unsupervised methods
No classification is known and the 
computer algorithms looks for patterns 
(e.g. similarity between sets of 
documents) to suggest structure.
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Dictionary based
Researcher pre-defines word weights –
then investigates presence of words in 
documents.



Examples of quantitative data on documents:

• How often do particular words occur (word frequency)?
• How much of the text is about a particular theme?
• How many minutes are devoted to a topic?
• How positive or negative is a particular topic dealt 

with?
• What is the ideological position of a particular 

manifesto / speech?





https://time.com/5611476/donald-trump-transcript-time-interview/

The 7 You 2

I 6 What 2

ISIS 5 We’ve 2

When 3 There 2

Was 3 Taken 2

It 3 Of 2

Caliphate 3 Maps 2

And 3 Etc.
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https://time.com/5611476/donald-trump-transcript-time-interview/

What positive or negative words do you see?



https://time.com/5611476/donald-trump-transcript-time-interview/

Defeated -2
No -1
True 2
Wish 1



https://time.com/5611476/donald-trump-transcript-time-interview/

Bombed Positive Disgust
Defeated Negative Sadness
Job Positive
Show Trust
Store Positive Anticipation
True Positive Joy Trust
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Tagging through:
- Kremlin’s tags
- Keywords in document titles
- Research assistant
- Predictive model based on 

word counts















Deductive vs inductive coding
Supervised vs unsupervised 
learning
Dictionary
Bag of words

Make sure you stay on 
track with the textbook –
too much to read for the 
exam.


